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5 0. tntreduction 
Let K be a measurable cardinal. It is easy to verify that K remains 
measurable in certain Cohen extensions of the universe; for example, if 
the set of forcing conditions has power less than K (see L&y - Solovay 
[? ] ), or if no new subsets of K are added. In $1, we shall descri.be a
somewhat more complicated situation in which one may still show that 
measurability is preserved. $0 2-4 explore various applications of this 
general niethod. 
In 8 2, we show how to preserve measurability in certain Easton-type 
extensions, and at the >.trne time obtain a model in which K has 2zK dir- 
tinct normal ultrafilters. In 6 3, we show that different normal ultra- 
filteryk on K may move K to different ordinals in their respective ultra- 
powers. 
8 4 modifies the basic method to obtain Cohen extensions in which K 
ceases to be measurable, but instead carries a K-saturated or a K+- 
saturated filter. 
This paper grew out of the doctoral dissertations (f5, 81) of the two 
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authors, and we express here our gratitude to our respective thesis ad- 
visors, Professors Dana Scott and Robin Gandy. 
§ 1. Basic lemmas 
We assume that the reader is familiar both with Scott's ultrapower 
construction [ 11 ] and with generalized forcing. We begin by discussing 
briefly our notational conventions regarding these matters. 
Let K be a measurable cardinal and ~t a x-complete non-principal 
ultrafilter on some set s. VsM is the ultrapower of the universe, V, with 
respect o ¢{ and Oa is the unique isomorphism of VsM onto a transitive 
class, V~ 1). I f f ' s  -~ F and If] is the equivalence class of f in  Vs/~, we 
shall always write O~(f) instead of Oa(lf] ). The following result ex- 
presses the fundamental theorem of ultrapowers: 
1.1. Theorem (Lo~). Let ~0(o 1, .... o n) be a formula in the language o f  
ZF with all free variables amongst o1 .... , v n. Then for any f l ,  ..., fn ~ Vs, 
v(l)~ ~o(O~(fl), ..., O¢(fn)) i f f  
{z E ..., f , ( z ) )  } a .  
It follows that the map i~1 • V-* V~ 1) defined by 
(x)  = z s>) 
is an elementary embedding. We write x~ 1) for i~1 (x) and drop the sub- 
script "~'" if it is clear from the context. 
We introduce the following definition here for want of a better place: 
1.2. Definition. If M is a ~ransitive model of ZFC and s, K ~ M, then 
is an M - ~-complete ultra filter on s iff E is a non-principal ultrafilter in 
5~(s) n M and E is closed under < n intersections in M - i.e., 
'qa < K Vh E Ea n M[(f l  range (h)) E 2t] . 
If s = K, ~ is M-normal iff for any f E K '~ n M, if 'qo~ < r [o~ = 0 v f(a) < a] 
then J8 < ~[ f - l (~)~ ~/]. 
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These def'mitions are not the same as the definition of M-ultrafilter in 
[6]. 
For (P, <1 ) a notion of forcing, let B [P] be the associated complete 
Boolean algebra. We treat P as a dense subset o fB[P] .  Thus, (P, <> and 
B[P] satisfy the same chain conditions. We omit mention of the order- 
ing <~ on P if this is clear from context. 
As usual, if B is a complete Boolean algebra, V B is the associated 
V 
Boolean-valued universe, and if X is a (two-valued) set or class, X is the 
associated B-valued set or class. We shall drop the v in the case of 
ordinals if it will cause no confusion. Thus, we shall often write K for ~ ; 
we shall also write, e.g., ~+ for both (~:)+ and (K+) v if it is known that B 
preser:es cardinals. 
1.3. Definition. Let a be a cardinal. 
i) (P, <i ) has the a-chain condition (a-c. c. ) iff e,v ery mutually incom- 
patible set of elements of P has power less than a. 
ii) <P, <1) is a-closed iff whenever 3 < a and p~ ~ P (~ < 3) are such that 
V~, ~[~ < ,1 < 3 -" Pn <IP~] , 
then 
:lp E P V~ < [dip <l p~] . 
For forcing notions (P1, <11) and (P2, <a2), write (P1, <11) ~) (P2, <a2) 
(orP] ® P2) for the notion of forcing (P] X P2, ~a), where 
(p l ,p2)<l (q l ,q2)  iff pl<l lq l  and p2<!2:t2 . 
I f P=P1 ® P2, thenB[P] -~ B[P 1] ® B[P 2] and VB[PI is equivalent to 
the Boolean extension of VB[ Pl formed using the complete algebra s- 
v 
sociated with P2 in VB[Pll. Here, B 1 ® B 2 denotes the completion of 
the direct sum of the Boolean algebras B 1 and B 2. For more on Boolean- 
valued models, see Rosser [ 10] and Scott [ 12]. 
We now describe the basic principle to be used in §§ 2 -4 .  Let B, C be 
complete Boolean algebras, and suppose that there is a r-complete 
homomorphism, u, of B~ ) into C such that the homomorphism 
r~ : B ~ C given by 
,7(b) = ,T(b(d)) 
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is 1 - 1 and complete. Then, since 71"B (the range of ~ on B) is a com- 
plete sub-algebra of C and ~ is an isomorphism of B and ~,"B, we may 
consider ~ as extended to an isomorphism of V B onto V '~'B c_ VC. 
V 
Within V C, we shall try to extend the ultrafilter ~ on the 2-valued 
subsets of ~ to an ultrafi ltercP on the ~"B-valued subsets of ~ as follows: 
Let ~* be that object in V c such that 
[[~* c_ ~,(~) n v '~"nnc = 1 
and such that whenever x ~ V B and Ix ~ ~]n = 1, 
~n(x) ,z~*~c = ~o~(<~ x]  ~ " z ~ s>). 
To see that there is such an~¢*, we must check that this second con- 
dition is extensional; but this follows from the fact that if ~x, y c_ ~e = 
= 1, then 
~n(x) = n(y)~ c ^ ~0¢(<~ e x]  B • z e s}) = 
< ~0~(<~  y~e.  z ~ s>). 
Also, for each (2-valued) x c_ s, [[~¢ ~, ] ]c  is 1 i fx  ~ ~and 0 i fx  ~;  
V 
i.e.,~* is an extension of~. Furthermore, 
tt~ 
1.4. Lemma. With the above notation, it is C-valid that , *  is a Vn -~- 
q 
complete ultrafi lter on s. 
For any x ~ V B such that [Ix c_ ~]B = 1, we have that for all Proof. 
Z~S,  
Hence, in B (1), 
0~(<~ e x~e.  z e s>) v 0~(<~ ~ x~ n" z e s>) = 1, 
so applying ~, 
1In(x) ~ ,~c  v [[n(~s- x)  ~¢~,~c = 1 . 
It follows that 
[[ Vx ~ ~(~) r:, V,~ ''~ [x ~r*  v (~ -x )  ~¢~'1 ~c = 1 . 
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Similarly we check that [[0 q~d,]c = 1 and that 
Thus, it is C-valid that gt* is an ultrafflter in 9~(~) n Vn"B ;~g* is non- 
Y 
principal since it is an extension ofd.  The Vn"s.~:.completeness of d* is 
proved in the same manner, but now making use of the r-completeness 
of rr and o ld .  
I fB ~ R(r), then B¢ (1) = B, ,and we may take Cto  be B and n, r / to be 
the identity. Then, if ~x _c ~]B = 1, ~x ~,~B is that b e B such that 
{z ~ s" [~ ~ xn B = b } ~ ~. This special case was considered in Lgvy- 
Solovay [7]. Our construction above arose from an attempt, for an 
arbitrary B, to evaluate [Ix ~*]  in the ultrapower orB. However, B~ 1) 
itself need ~mt be complete; hence the introduction of C and n. 
In the general case, we obtain only an ultrafflter on 9(~) c~ V,"B, but 
in many. applications it will be C-valid that 9(~) n Vn"B = 9~(s),~ so that 
K will be measurable in V c. 
In al[ the applications we have in mind, ~r will be complete; that is, 
every supremum which exists in B(~ l) will be preserved by n. In fact, C 
will be the completion either of B~ 1) or of B(¢ 1) modulo some pnncipal 
ideal, with u the natural embedding We now give two additional 
lemmas for this case. 
1.5. Lemma. I f  n is complete, the fol lowing is C-valid: Whenever 
V 
f ~ Vn"B and f :  ~ ~ (:, there is a g ~ Vsuch that { z" f ( z )  = g(z)} ~¢t*. 
Proof~ We may assume that f  = rt(h), where h E V B and I~h " ~ ~ 1~'11 s = 1, 
and show that 
' :{~ {z" f (z )=~,(z )}  ect*] c . ge  Vs} = 1.  
For each such g, define bg • s -~ B by 
bg(z) = ~h(~) = (g(z))v~ B . 
Then ~ {z" f ( z )  = g(g)  } E v(*l] C = 7rO¢(bg), so, by completeness  o f  n, we 
aeed only show that in B~ 1), V {O~(bg) • g E V s } = 1, i.e., 
VceBS[{z 'c (z )> O} e~- ,  
-,, 3ge vs[ {Z. ~h(z)= (g(z))"~ B ^c(z)> O} ect l ] .  
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But since V{ ~h(~) = ~]~ " u ~ V} = 1, we may always pick g(z) sothat  
~h(~) = (g(z)) v] ^ c(z) > 0 whenever c(z) > O. 
1.6. Lemma. l f  s = r, ~t is normal, and 7r is complete, then 
H~t* is Vn"S_normal] c = 1 . 
Proof. We argue within V c.  I f fE  ~" n Vn"B and Va < K [a = 0 v 
V 
vf (a )  < c~], let g ~ K K n V be such that {o~ < K . f(t~) = g(t~) } ~ ~f*. But, 
V v 
sinced* extends~ and ~tis normal, there is a ~ < K such that g- l (5) ,  
and hence also f-z(~i), belongs to ~*. 
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2.1. Theorem. Assume GCH. Let  K be a measurable cardinal, ~ a normal 
ultrafilter on r, e a set o f  regu?ar t:ardinals less than K such that e q~ ~, 
and G • e -~ ~ such that 
a) For each ~ ~ e, G(u) is a cardinal and cf (G(t~)) > a. 
b) Vow,/~ ~ e[o~ </~-~ G(a) ~< G(~)]. 
Let ~ be a cardinal such that cf(~) > r+. Then there is a complete 
Boolean algebra C such that C preserves cardinals and s!wh that it is C- 
valid that 
i) K is measurable. 
V 
ii) Va ~ ~[2 t~ = G(a) ] .  
iii) 2 K = ~+ and 2 K+ = X. 
iv) There are X different normal u.ntrafilters on K. 
This result gives a slight improveme,at over a result of  Jensen [4],  
which showed, by a different ar~lrn,mt, how to accomplish (i) and (ii) 
when e is the set of  successor cardinals beneath ~. ( i i i ) - ( iv)  are signifi- 
cant since if V = L [g/l, ¢t is the o~,.ly normal ultrafilter on K (see [61 
Cor. 6.5). 
If we did not assume GCH, the precise statement of our theorem 
would, as in ordinary Easton forcing, become more complicated, al- 
though we would still get many no~mal ultrafilters in the Boolean ex- 
tension. From the point of  view of  establishing a relative consistency 
result, assuming GCH is no restriction, since by Silver [ 13], GCH is rela- 
tively consistent with the existence of  a measurable cardinal. 
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(it) has, in some sence, been improved by Silver [ 14], who showed 
that, relative to ".he existence of a super-compact cardinal, it is con-. 
sistent hat there is a measurable cardimtl, g, such that 2 a > ~+ for all 
regular a ~ ~. Also, regarding (iv), Solo~ay has proved that if ~ is super- 
compact, then there are at least (29  + normal ultrafilters on K. 
In proving the thec~rem, let us first concentrate on obtaining (i) and 
(it). We shall apply the general results of  § 1 with B the usual Easton 
Boolean algebra (see [2] and Ch. 8 of  [ I01 ) for violating GCH below K. 
Thus, put p E P i f fp  c_ g2 x 2, 
Vt~8i[(~, ~, i> ~ p -~ ~ ~ e A ~i < G(a) A (~, ~, 1 -- i> ~ p] , 
and for all regular ~, < r ,  
I{ (a ,6 , i>~p:~< - t} l< 7 .  
ForP l ,p  2, ~ P, putP l  <1 P2 i f fP2 c_ Pl .  LetB  =B[P I  and C = B[p'~I) ]. 
Since p(¢l) is dense in B(~ I), C :s the completion ofB(~ 1). Le t ,  be the 
natural embedding of  B(~ 1) imo C, and define 71 • B -~ C as in § 1. 
To avoid certain trivial cases in the construction, w-~ assume from 
now on that lel = ~. This is clearly no loss in generality. 
2.2. Lemma. 
i) I I p ~ P, then Ipl < K. 
it) P has the K-c. c. 
iii) There are subsets P -  , P+ o f  PO ) such that (P-  , <1 (1)> = (p, <1>, P+ is 
-closed, and p(1) ~_ p -  ~ p+. 
iv) The embedding ~ is complete. 
Proof. i) If Ipl = ~, then, since ~. is Mahlo, Ip n (~,2 × 2)1 = ~, for some 
regular 7 < ~. But this is impossible if p ~ P. 
it) Let I c P be a maximal incompatible set. Since g is Mahlo, there 
is an inaccessible 7 < ~ such that 
(R(v); e, I n R(7), P n R(7)) -< (R(~); e, I, P ) .  
Thus, for p e P n R(3,), p is compatible with some element o f /n  R(.~,). 
But for any p ~ P, p n R('r) ~ R(7) (since IP n (~,2 × 2)1 < ~/), so 
p n R(-t), and hence also p, is compatible with some element of  
I n R(~,). Thus I n R(~) is maximal incompatible, so I = I n R(-y), and 
hence Ill < K. 
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iii) As in ordinary Easton :'orcing, if we put P+ = { p ~ p(1) : 
:p  n (K 2 x 2) = 0} andP-  = {p~pO)  : p c_ ~2 X 2}; then we have the 
natural isomorphism of  P -  ~ P+ with ptl)  obtained by identi fying 
(p, q) 6 P -  ® P+ with p o q ~ pO). In the future we shall just identify 
p( l )  with P -  ® P+. P -  = P since i~1 is the identity on ~:. Also, since 
e ~ ~, ~ ~ e (1), so 
g (1) ~ [P+ is r-cLosed] . 
Hence, P+ is K-closed, since Vtl) is closed under K-sequences. 
iv) By (i), p(1) = p fo rp  ~ P, so ~ restricted to P (as a subset of  B) is 
an isomorphism cnto P -  (as a subset of  C). Since, by (ii), every element 
of B is a supremum of less than K elements of P, n : B ~ B[P -  ]. Hence, 
since B[P -  ] is a complete sub-algebra of  C (= B[P -  ] ® B[P  +] ), r/ is 
complete. 
By Lemmas 1.4 and 1.6, it is C-valid that r~ is a Vs[ P- ] -x-complete, 
Val P- ] -normal ultrafi lter on ~. But since P+ is g-closed and P -  has 
power K, 
U ~(t¢) = 5D(K) n Vt~IP-I ~C = 1 , 
SO 
~* is a normal ultrafi lter on ~ ] c = 1 . 
This proves (i) of  Theorem 2.1. Standard Easton arguments establish (ii) 
and the fact that C preserves cardinals. 
To see that there are at least 2 normal ultrafi lters on ~ in V c, let o 
be an automorphism of C and consider o as extended to an automor- 
phism of V c. Then 
1[ o(¢~*) is a normal ultrafi lter on K ] c = 1 . 
In particular, if o is such that for p ~ pC1), 
o(p) =(pn(K 2x 2))tJ{(t~,~3, i):a>K^(a,tL 1 - i )~p},  
then [[o(~*)4:~*]c = 1. 
A similar argument (see [8] ) would establish that there are 2 2~ nor- 
mal ultrafilters on K, so we could get (iii) and (iv) of  the theorem by 
blowing up 2 (~+) to ), prior to extending by C. A simpler method, how- 
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ever, is to use the extension V D, where 
D = B[P- ] ®I;~+(E~:~<X) ,  
each E~ is a copy ofB[P+],  and ~.  stands for the regular open algebra 
of the product of the Stone spaces taken with the < g +-topology. For 
< X, let r~ be the natural complete mbedding of C into 
B[P-] ® E~ c D, and le t~ = T~(~g*). Then it is D-valid that for ~ < ~,, 
¢~ is a normal ultrafilter on s and that for ~ < n < ),~ ~ ¢ ~*.  One 
may now apply standard arguments to show that D preserves cardinals 
and satisfies ( i ) -  (iv) of Theorem 2.1. 
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We recall some facts about iterated ultrapowers. These were first con- 
sidered by Gaifman [3]. The presentation here follows [8]. See also [ 1 ] 
and [6]. 
Let g be a g-complete ultrafilter on r. Since 2t~ 1) is a K ~l).complete 
ultrafilter cn ~1; in V~ 1), we can form the ultrapower of V~ 1) with 
respect o ~ l )  (inside V) l)), and so obtain a traasitive class, written 
V(- 2) and an elementary embedding i~2 • Vg(1) ~ V~ 2) Put i~2 = i~t20 i~l 
and let i~o be the identity on V = V~0). By iterating this process and 
taking direct limits at limit ordinals, we obtain, for all s ~</~, transitive 
cla  es elem nta  embeddings ig.: Fur- 
• ~ - .~  . .2 t  F ~ • ( s )  thermore, if s </3 < 7, ~a~ - la~, ~aa" or x V, write x2t in place of 
i&,(x ). 
[K] n = {o c g : Iot = n}. We adopt the convention that when 
{ s 0 ... sn_ 1 } is written for an element of [gl n, it is assumed that 
a o < ... < s , _  1 . Define g-complete ultrafilters g n on [~]n (n > O) in- 
ductively so that ~t I = ?g (identifying [~ ] 1 with K ), and, for x c_ [ ~ ]n + 1, 
xe/ t ,+ l  iff 
: ex}  e t,} e 
3.1. Def in i t ion .  
i) .i is the identity function on K. 
ii) Fork< n,gk({s  0 . . .Sn_ l} )=s  k. 
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Remember that t/ is normal iff 0 ~ (1) = K. The ~/n have the property 
that v~(ln ) = V (n),~ iffon = i~ln , and for k < n, O~tn(g k) = i~k (O~(j)). In par- 
ticular, i f / / i s  normal then Ov n (gk) = K (k) 
~t 
For the remainder of this section we assume that g is a normal ultra- 
filter on K Let ~0 be a normal ultrafilter on K in L [~]  and write r(a) 
for r (c~) formed inside L [~]  with respect o ~.  The following results 
are known (see [6], [8] ): 
3.2. Lemma. 
i) W = gn  Ltg l  (so K (1) ~< ~(1)). 
ii) K (1) = ~(~) for some a. 
iii) / f r (1) /> r(o~), then Solovay's Ot exists. 
iv) I f  V = L[g] andS,  ~ are an), two x-complete non-principal ultra- 
filters on K, then V~ ~) = V(z ~) for all limit a. 
In Theorem 3.3 we show that when V :~ L [ g], (iv) can fail, even for 
~,  ~ normal. In the remainder of the section we give a partial answer to 
the question of what values Of a are possible in (ii). 
3.3. Theorem. There is a complete Boolean algebra D and ~t, ~ in V D 
such that the following are D-valid: 
i) ~t,~ are normal ultrafilters on ~. 
ii) (VO)~ ) q: (VD)~ ). 
Proof. Let D be the Boolean algebra defined as in the proof of Theorem 
2. l, but now with e the set of successor cardinals less than r ,  G(a) = a 
for ~ ~ e, and 7, = 2. Thus, D = B ® E 0 ® E 1 . Take ~t =~,  ~ =~.  qj',~ 
are normal and, by Lemma 1.5, 
~/1)  = (~(1))v = ~(1)nD = 1 
0)) v in D (1) which so we need only show that there is a subset of (K ~ . (V )~ 
is absent from (VO)(al). 
We pause to quote a well-known fact about Boolean-valued models. 
3.4. Lemma. I f  B 1 , B 2 are complete Boolean algebras, then. in 
VBI ® B 2 
VSl  n Va2 = ~, , ]s ,® a2 = 1 . 
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Now, let a ~ V B be such that [a c_ r ~8 = 1 and, for each ~ < ~, 
We shall show that 
=l .  
Since 
7(K  I))c = I , ~,. j?f 0 vB(~)Eo~ D
we need only show that 
(a(l)- g)4 vB(~ E°] D = l 
But this follows from Lemma 3.4 ,and the facts that 
V 
and 
~(a~_~)~ Ve~D= l . 
The following theorem shows that any finite value of t~ is possible in 
Lemma 3.2 (ii). By 3.2 (iii), the consistency of infinite values of t~ can- 
not be established relative to merely the consistency of the existence of 
a measurable cardinal. 
3.5. Theorem. For 1 ~ n < co, there is a complete Boolean algebra C 
such that it ~.s C-valid that there is a normal ultrafilter q! on ~ such that 
K~)  = (~n) )  v . 
Proof. We intend to apply the general discussion of § 1 with s = [K] n 
and d = ~n- As in § 2, it will be C-valid that 
V f [ [ f :  r-* Vn"B] --~ f ~_ Vn"B] , 
SO that , *  will be an ultrafilter on [K]n. Furthermore, ~will be com- 
plete, so that, by Lemma 1.5, 
in V c. Finally, we shall rig our construction so as to make ~* on [~]n 
equivalent to a normal ultrafilter ~ on K, proving the theorem. 
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Putp~P i f fpC_  [~l n, 
'¢01 , o 2 ~ p[t~ 1 = 0 2 v sup(ol) < inf(o2) v sup(a2) < inf(al)] , 
and for all regular 7 < K, 
lpn  [~]n l<~.  
For Pl ,  P2 E P, put p! <1 P2 iffP2 c_ Pl" Put B = B[P],  and let ~=/ /n"  
Let I be the principal ideal in B~ ) generated by the complement of the 
element {{K,K~I),...,K~n-1)}} ofp~l); i .e.  
• =0}.  l={b b ^ {{K, ~(I), ..., K~t 
Let C be the completion of B(~1)/l and rr the natural complete homo- 
morphism of B (i) into C. Define 77 : B ~ C as in § I. Note that C can be 
1 K (n-l)} ~p}]  Similarly to identified with B [ {p ~ p~l). { K, K ~ .. . . . . .  ~ 
Lemma 2.2, we have 
3.6. Lemma. 
i) f f  p ~ P, then Ipl < K. 
ii) P has the K-c. c. 
iii) There are subsets P I, P2 ° f  P~ 1) such that C-~ B[P l ] ® B[P2], 
<P1, <1~ 1)) = (P, <I), and P2 is ~ -closed. 
iv) The embedding ~is complete. 
Proof  o f  (iii). Put P1 = { P ~ P : P c_ [~ ]n }, P2 = { P ~ P" P c_ 
c [~t" (n) _ (K(n-1)~t + l)]n } . Then the map which takes (p, q) E P1 ® P2 
, ...,. (n-1)~ } ~ p~l) defines an isomorphism of intop u q u {{K, K(~ 1) ~ , 
B [P1 ® P2 ] = B [Pl ] ® B [P2 ] onto C. 
Now, since P2 is ~-closed, it is C-valid that ~* is a K-complete ultra- 
filter on [~]n, and that 
Vf [ [ f '~  "+ Vn"B] -~ f ~ Vn"B] . 
Consider go" [K ]n ~ ~ of Definition 3.1. g0 induces an ultrafilter, qJ, on 
in V (c), where 
• v-I a*  ~c [g J={ x~r  ge (x )e  } =1.  
7r is complete, so, as we remarked in the beginning of the proof, we now 
need only show that it is C-valid that go is 1 - 1 on a set in ~*, and that 
is normal. 
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Let G be the C-valued subset of [K]n defined so that for o ~ [ r ]n ,  
V 
go is, with value 1, 1 - 1 on G, and 
~Ge~*~c=rrO~(({o}  " oE  [KIn)) = 
=rt{{g K (1> ~(n-1)}} :: 1 ' ~ ' - . - ,  , -~  
Let ] • K ~ ~ be the identity on K. Then 
v v v v C 
[[091 (1) = Ca*(/°  go) = Oa*(go)] = 1 . 
But, by Lemma 1.5, 
V 
~Oa,(go) = (Oa(go)) v = ~ ]C = 1 . 
V 
Hence, [[0~t (/)  = K n c = 1, so [[ ~ is  normal~ c = 1, proving Theorem 3.5. 
As a curiosity, we point out that if 2 ~ = ~+, the conclusion of  Theo- 
rem 3.5 holds in V B as well as in V c . To see this, identify V c with 
V~[e2 I,B . Then the assertion that the conclusion of Theorem 3.5 holds 
in the Boolean extension by B can be expressed by a I;~ statement 
about K + , with a parameter for coding a well-ordering of )(K) in type 
K ÷ . This I~11 statement is valid in VBted and P2 is x-closed, so the state- 
ment is valid in V as well. Similar remarks could be made for the other 
theorems in this paper. 
By a slight modif ication of  the proof  of  Theorem 3.5, one can show 
that it is consistent that various normal ultrafi lters move K differently. 
For example, 
3.7. Theorem. /~br 1 < n < tg, there is a complete  Boolean algebra E 
such that it is E-valid that there are normal  ultrafi lters ~,  ~Z on K such 
that K~t) (n) = KtZ • 
Proof. Fol lowing the notat ion in the proof  of Theorem 3.5, let D be 
the complet ion of B(~ 1)]J, where J is the principal ideal generated by the 
complement of  the element { { K, K + I .. . .  , g + n - 1 } }. Then we can 
find P3 c p~l) such that D = B[P  1 ] ® B[P 3 ] and P3 is x-closed. In V D , 
take Z = ?£*. By Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6, it is valid that Z is normal and, 
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for each m < ~ x 9.V(m) = (K (m)) v .~t  Now, le tE  =B[P  l ] <9 B[P  2 ] (9 B[P3] • 
We may consider ~and .~to  lie in V E, and it is E-valid tJlat =~ts(1) = 
= 
§ 4. Saturated filters 
4.1. Definition. A filter 5 r on x is h-saturated i f f  fl 57 = 0 and the 
Boolean algebra 9(K)/57 has the ~,-c.c. 
Note that fl 57 = 0 just says that each x - { ~ } is in 5 r, and is included 
in the definition to eliminate some trivial cases. 
Part (i) of  the next lemma follows easily from ideas of  Ulam [ 1 6 ]. 
(ii) was stated first by Tarski [ 1 5],  and (iii) by Silver. 
4.2. Lemma. Suppose that there is a X-saturated x-complete fi lter o:: x. 
i) I f~  < x then x is weakly inaccessible. 
. i i) I f  sup { 2 a • t~ < ~ } < x, then x is ~ ,easurable. 
iii) I f  ~ < x and x is weakly compact, then x is measurable. 
Here, we take weak compactness to imply (strong) inaccessibility. 
Prikry [9] showed that i fx  is measurable, ~, < x, and 
Va < ~[~,~ = ~],  then in the usual Cohen extension which blows up 2 x 
to x, x has a ~,+-saturated x-complete filter. In this section, we show 
how to get x- and x +-saturated filters. Thus, we shall prove the follow- 
ing two theorems: 
4.3. Theorem. I f  x is measurable, then there is a complete Boolean 
algebra E such that it is E-valid that 
i )  2 ` o = x .  
ii) x has a x-saturated x -complete filter. 
iii) /;'or no ?t < x is there a h-saturated x-complete fi lter on x. 
4.4. Theorem. I f  r is measurable, then there is a complete Boolean 
algebra E such that it is E-valid that 
i) x is weakly compact. 
ii) x has a x +-saturated x-complete filter. 
iii) There are no ~-saturated x-complete filters on x. 
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We carry over the notat ion of  Definit ion 1.2 to filters. Thus, 
4.5. Definition. I fM  is a transitive model  of  ZFC and ~ ~ M, then/ / i s  
an M-K-complete f i l ter  on K i f f / / i s  a triter in 5 ~ (K) n M and/ / i s  closed 
under < r intersections in M ~l i sM-X-saturated i f f  i1 / /= 0 and there is 
no H ~ ,9(9(~))  n M of  power X such that Vx ~ H[(~ - x) q~ ~/] and 
Vxy E H[x  ~ y ~ (~ - x - -  y )  ~ ll] . 
4.6. Lemma. Suppose that X is regular, B is a complete  X-c. c. Boolean 
algebra, and in V B, 
V V 
~ lt is a V-g-complete,  V-X-saturated f i l ter  on ~ ~ = 1 . 
Le t  
Then 5 ~ is a ~-complete h-saturated f i l ter  on ~. 
Proof. Clearly fir is g-complete and 13 fir = 0. If fir is not  X-saturated~. let 
H c_ 5D (r), I HI = X, and 
i) Vx e H[(K - x) ~ cy] and 
ii) VxyeH[x~ y~(K-x -y )  e fir]. 
By (ii), 
SO 
V 
~Vxy ~ H[x  q :y  ~ (~ - x -y )E  1l] B = 1 , 
V 
~l{x  e H " (~ - x)¢~ l l}j < X] B = 1 . 
By the X-c. c., there is a K c H such. that I KI < / ,  and, for x ~ H - K, 
~(~ - .~c) ~/tl l  s = 0, so that (K - x) E fir, contradicting (i). 
e .~m now until the end of  this ~ection, assume that K is measurable, 
with ¢~ a normal ultrafilter on ~. 
We first prove Theorem 4.3. Let e = { co } u { ~+- a < K }. We shall 
again apply the general results of  ] 1, but now with B the Easton 
Boolean algebra for blowing up 2' ~ to ~ for each ~ ~ e. Thus, put p ~ P 
i f fp  _c ~2 × 2, 
Vt~, 6, i[ (tx, 6, D E p -.- ~ ~ e A (a, 8, l -- i) q~ p] , 
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and for all regular ~, < x, 
I {(~,/i, i )~p  " t~ <~ 3'}1< 7 • 
Forp l ,P2  ~P,  define Pl <IP2 iffP:z C- P l .  PutB =B[P]  and 
C = B[PO )] (= the completion of BO~). Let 7r be the natural complete 
embedding o fB  O) into C, and define n "B ~ C as in § 1. 
4.7. Lemma. 
i) I f  p ~ P, then Ipl < g. 
ii) P has the K-c. c. 
iii) There are subsets P1, P2, P3 o f  p(~ ) such that pO) ~- P1 <9 P2 ~') P3, 
(P1, <1(1)) = (P, <!), PI , P2, and' P] <9 P2 have the g-c.c., and P3 is 
K -closed. 
iv) n is complete. 
Proof of (iii). Let P1 = {P ~ po)  : p c_ K:: x 2 }, P2 = {P ~ p(l) : 
:p  c ~ × (K(1)- K)X 2}, P3 = {P EP( I )  :pC  (K(I) -K)X ~(1)x 2}. 
By Lemma 1.4, it is C-valid that.,rf* is a VBIe~I -K-complete ultrafilter 
on K. PutE  =B[P  1 ® P3]. Since P:I is K-closed and IPII " ~. 
V E r 5D(~) = VBIe, I n 7~(K)]I c = 1 , 
SO 
[~* is a Ve-K-complete ultrafilter on ~ ~c = 1 . 
V 
Now, we may regard V c as the Boolean extension of V E by B [P2]. 
Since P1 ® P2 has the r-c. c. and P is K-closed, 
V 
[Pz has the K-c.c.~ E = 1 . 
Thus, by Lemma 4.6, there is an ~r ~ V~r such that it is E-valid that 5 r is 
a K-saturated r-,zomplete filter on K. 
The followinlg lemma completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
4.8. Lemma. It is E.valid that K has no k-saturated K-complete filters 
forX <K. 
Proof. If not, then, by a symmetry argument, there is a ~ ~ V e and 
X < K, such that 
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~ is a ?,-saturated ~:-complete filter on ~ ~ = 1. 
We n:ay a.,~sume that X is inaccessible. As in ordinary Easton forcing, we 
may split PI = P at X, writing P = P -  ® P+, where P+ is h-closed and P -  
satisfies the X +, c.c. (Actually, if X is Mah!o then by the proof of Lel,::ma 
2.2, P-- has the X-c.c., but we do not need this here.) We can identify 
V tr with the Boolean extension of VB[P+@/'3 ] by B[(P-)V]. Since 
P+ ® P3 is ?,-closed, it is B[P + ® Pal-valid that (p_)v has the X+oc.c. 
Thus, applying Lemma 4.6 within Ve[P+®e31 : ~ has a X+-saturated K- 
complete filler, and hence, since 2 ~ < ~, g is measurable (by Lemma 
4.2 (ii)); but this is impossible since 2 x+ = K. 
To prove Theorem 4.4, we let B add one generic subset o every 
regular cardinal ess than ~. Thus, put p ~ P i f fp c__ ~2 X 2, 
Ve~i [ (a ,8 , i )Ep~ a is regular A8 < a ^(a, ~, 1 - - i~,~p] , 
and for all regular 3' < ~, 
I{ (~, / i , i )~p  : a <~ 7}1< 3' . 
Define <i, B: C, 7r, n as usual. 
4.9. Lemma, 
i) I f  p ~ P. then Ipl < K. 
ii) F has tt~ e ~-c. c, 
iii) There are subsets P1, P2, F3 ° f  P(1) such that p(1) - P1 ® P2 ® P3, 
(P1, ~ (1)) = (p, <1 ,, P2 has the ~+-c. c., and P is K-closed. 
iv) r~ is complete. 
Proof of(ii i). LetPl  ={pEP(1) :pC-  K2× 2}, P2 ={pEP( I )  : 
:p  C {~} X ~ X 2}, P3 ={P ~p( l )  :p  c (~(l) _ (K + 1))X g(l)X 2}. 
Put E = B[P 1 (9 P3 ]" Since P3 is u-closed, Lemma 1.4 implies that 
I[~* is a V E-~-complete ultrafilter on K n c = 1 . 
v v 
Since ~ IP21 = ~]I E = 1, it is E-valid that P2 satisfies the g+-c.c. Thus by 
Lemma 4.6, it is E-valid that there is a K+-saturated K-complete filter on 
K.  
By [81 or [14], it is E-valid that ~ is weakly compact. Hence, by 
Lemma 4.2 (iii), we need only show that it is E-valid that K is not meas- 
urable in order to complete the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
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Now, within V e ,  let r be the set of  regular cardinals < r.  By basic 
properties of  the Easton extension, we have, for every o~ E r, a set 
V • 
g(a) c_ a such that g(a)q~ V but V~ < a[g(a) n ~ ~ V].  In particular, if 
a, ~ ~ r and a < ~, then g(a) 4: gO) n e. If K were measurable, with nor- 
mal ultrafi lter//, let z = O~t(g). Then by normality of  ~g, 
T= {a ~ r • g(e<) =z  n a} ~ ~/, 
and for a < #, t~,/3 ~ T, we have g(t~) = g(O) n ~, a contradiction. 
§ 5. Conclusion 
We list here some open problems related to our constructions in
§§1 -4 .  
Problem 1. Can the number of  normal ultrafilters on a measurable car- 
dinal, K, be intermediate between 1 and 22~? Can this number be 2? 
Problem 2. Can a cardinal, ~, be inaccessible and non-measurable, and 
yet have a K-saturated, ~-complete filter? 
Problem 3. Can the closed-unbounded filter on a cardinal, ~, be K +- 
saturated? 
Problem 4. Can a successor cardinal, ~, have a ~+-saturated, K-complete 
filter. 
Not much is known about the possible values of ~ (1) for various 2t'. 
One can easily show that if ~ is super-compact, then there are normal 
~, Pon  K such that g~l) > K(2~), but, for example, 
Problem 5. Can a measurable cardinal, ~, have normal ultrafilters/t. 
such that K ~1 ) = ~ (v,o + l) ? 
Note that an affirmative solution to Problem 4 or Problem 5 would 
imply the existence of  an inner model  with two measurable cardinals 
(see 161 ). 
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